
Lesson C3–7

Incorporating Lights in the Landscape

Unit C. Nursery, Landscaping, and Gardening

Problem Area 3. Landscape Installation

Lesson 7. Incorporating Lights in the Landscape

New Mexico Content Standard:

Pathway Strand: Power, Structural and Technical Systems

Standard: VIII: Plan, implement, manage, and/or provide support services to facility

design and construction; equipment design, manufacture, repair, and service; and agri-

cultural technology.

Benchmark: VIII-B: Follow architectural and mechanical plans to construct building and

facilities.

Performance Standard: 4. Install electrical wiring components and fixtures.

Student Learning Objectives. Instruction in this lesson should result in students

achieving the following objectives:

1. Identify the major lighting techniques available for the garden.

2. Explain the difference between high- and low-voltage.

3. Describe the proper installation of low voltage lighting systems.
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List of Resources. The following resources may be useful in teaching this lesson:

Recommended Resources. One of the following resources should be selected to accompany the

lesson:

Biondo, Ronald J. and Charles B. Schroeder. Introduction to Landscaping: Design,
Construction, and Maintenance, Second Edition. Danville, Illinois: Interstate

Publishers, Inc., 2003.

Wilson, William H.W. How to Design and Install Outdoor Lighting. San Francisco,

California: Ortho Books, 1984.

Other Resources. The following resources will be useful to students and teachers:

Sauter, David. Landscape Construction. Albany, New York: Delmar Publishers,

2000.

List of Equipment, Tools, Supplies, and Facilities

Writing surface

Overhead projector

Transparencies from attached masters

Clip-on utility lights (sometimes known as clamp or “trouble” lights) or flashlights

Terms. The following terms are presented in this lesson (shown in bold italics):

Accent lighting

Down lighting

Ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI)

High voltage lighting systems

Low voltage lighting systems

Moon lighting

Mirror lighting

Night landscaping

Path lighting

Photocells

Safety lighting

Shadow lighting

Silhouette lighting

Up lighting
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Interest Approach. Use an interest approach that will prepare the students for the les-

son. Teachers often develop approaches for their unique class and student situations. A possible

approach is included here.

Electrical lighting is a vital part of our everyday lives whether we are aware of it or not. Challenge stu-
dents to identify the landscape lighting that is around them. How is that lighting used? Where is it located?
Some students may have a landscape lighting system at their home, and may even have helped to install it.
Discuss these examples.

Summary of Content and Teaching Strategies

Objective 1: Identify the major lighting techniques available for the garden.

Anticipated Problem: How can you select the best technique(s) for a landscape?

I. Electrical lighting is a modern convenience most people take for granted yet it utterly trans-

forms our existence. Landscape lighting, when well designed, does the same. It can trans-

form a relatively plain backyard into an enchanted garden. There are many different tech-

niques that can be used for effective outdoor lighting. The best lighting is usually the least

lighting needed to get the job done effectively. Night landscaping is the term used for orna-

mental lighting designed to enhance the landscape after dark. Many of the best techniques

have been adapted from the theater.

A. Down lighting is a general term which covers several more particular effects. Down

lighting is the lighting of an object, area, or surface from above. The light source can be a

floodlight, a specialized lamp, a unique fixture, or even Christmas lights.

1. Security lighting is when light is used to protect property from vandalism or theft.

Floodlights installed on house eaves and directed into the viewer’s eyes are a bad ex-

ample of security lighting. When installed well, there is no need to sacrifice beauty

for function. Proper security lighting should illuminate the area without being harsh

or glaring. Some systems use motion detectors or photocells to activate.

2. Silhouette lighting is when a light is directed at a wall or other plain backdrop in the

background to show off the silhouette of a plant or statue in the foreground. It is a

subtle and attractive way of showcasing a specimen tree or shrub. Not all silhouette

lights are down lights.

3. Cross lighting is when two or more spotlights are shown down onto the same general

area but from different angles. It creates an attractive play of light and shadow on the

ground below. A particularly effective form of this, known as moon lighting, is when

dim light fixtures are placed high in mature trees to shine down through the leaves

and branches.

4. Area lighting is designed to illuminate an outdoor room. It can be achieved through

a variety of means, but down lighting is the most common choice, and the easiest.

Area lighting needs to be bright and uniform without being glaring. Well designed
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area lighting should not be intrusive to neighbors, yet should be bright enough to

create a functional space.

B. Up lighting is a general term used for light sources which shine upward. Up lighting is

becoming more popular with homeowners as it uses ambient light techniques which can

be softer on the eye than other methods of illumination.

1. Accent lighting, when small lights are used to highlight a particular plant, small gar-

den element, or work of art, are a common type of up light. Accent lighting typically

uses a low voltage fixture. Often the accent light itself can be unusual—pagoda, bell,

or flower shapes are common. Not all accent lights are up lights; some can be down

lights or diffuse lights.

2. Spotlighting gives focal glow to an object within the landscape by directing an in-

tense beam of light toward it. It focuses the eye on objects which are considered to be

the most important elements of the design plan. Spotlights are frequently used on

specimen trees, statues, or dramatic entryways.

3. Shadow lighting is a particularly attractive variation on silhouette lighting. Instead of

playing up a plant’s silhouette, shadow lighting lights the plant to create a distinct

pattern of light and shadow on a plain wall or backdrop behind. It can create very

beautiful and subtle lighting effects.

4. Mirror lighting puts small but powerful up lights at the base of specimen plants or

artwork to create a mirror effect in a body of dark water nearby. It is especially effec-

tive when used on mature trees next to a still body of water.

C. Safety lighting, or path lighting, is a technique which focuses on illuminating paths and

steps for safe negotiation through the landscape at night. Some safety lights are built into

the actual steps or railings to provide a dim glow which illuminates the steps. Safety

lighting can use indirect lighting from other lighting techniques or it can use direct

methods involving actual fixtures installed along the walkway or path (sometimes called

contour lighting). Safety lighting is sometimes activated by photocells (light sensitive

switches that automatically turn lights on at dusk and off at sunrise).

Have students read appropriate sections of Introduction to Landscaping or of How to Design and Install
Outdoor Lighting to better understand this objective. TM: C3–7A, TM: C3–7B, and TM: C3–7C will
help to better demonstrate all the terminology. A fun activity that helps students remember is to divide
them into small groups, give each group two clamp lights or flashlights, and have them try to create the dif-
ferent effects and techniques which you have studied. You can demonstrate mirror lighting to them by set-
ting up a dark 9 ×13 inch baking pan full of water in the front of the classroom, placing a houseplant
beside it, and then shining an up light at the base of the plant.
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Objective 2: Explain the difference between high- and low-voltage.

Anticipated Problem: What are the differences between high and low voltage systems?

II. For landscaping jobs, there are two lighting systems available.

A. High voltage lighting systems use conventional 120-volt electricity. This allows for the

use of large lamps which produce a greater amount of light in the landscape.

1. Outdoor electric cable installation must conform to all local electric codes. Most

municipalities require that they are buried 18 inches below ground by a licensed elec-

trician. Wiring must be through conduit.

2. High voltage lighting systems are very effective in places where a great deal of light

will be needed: around a swimming pool, parking lot, tennis court, playing field, etc.

3. While sodium lamps are bright and effective, they are less desirable in the outdoor

landscape since they give plants an unnatural greenish-yellow color. A better choice

for the garden is the use of mercury vapor lamps which give off a clear light. Be sure

to place mercury vapor lamps high, or farther away, since they can attract insects.

4. Underwater lights, which need powerful illumination to make them effective, are

usually high-voltage fixtures. Because water and electricity are a potentially fatal

combination, have a professional electrician install underwater lights. Always buy

the best quality lights available for under water due to the safety risks of faulty wiring

or water seals.

B. Low voltage lighting systems run on 24 volts of electricity making them safer, less ex-

pensive, and widely adaptable. Low voltage systems have many advantages to high-

voltage systems:

1. They can be installed by the landscaper or homeowner.

2. Low voltage cable does not need to be buried and does not need to be run through

conduit (although most installations drop it 6 to 8 inches below the soil line).

3. The low voltage carried through the wire prevents electrical shocks, even when

touching bare wire.

Discuss with students the relative advantages and disadvantages of both types of lighting systems. Have
students refer to Introduction to Landscaping and How to Design and Install Outdoor Lighting for further
detail on both systems.

Objective 3: Describe the proper installation of low voltage lighting systems.

Anticipated Problem: How can a low voltage system be properly installed?

III. Low voltage lighting systems are composed of three basic parts: the power pack, the electric

cables, and the fixtures. When designing a low voltage lighting system, it is important that

the proper size cable is used (usually 10 or 12 gauge). Always choose the least number of

lights to achieve the desired lighting effect. Too many lights can detract from an otherwise
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appealing garden or vista. Generally, placing light fixtures either above or below eye level

creates a more interesting effect.

A. The power pack of a low voltage system reduces the 120 volt electric current of the local

power grid into the more readily worked with 24 volts.

1. Power packs are sold by the amount of wattage needed by the system. To choose the

appropriate power pack, add up the wattage of each light fixture on the system and

buy a power pack that has a larger number.

2. Power packs come with a variety of controllers, from manual switches to remote con-

trolled, timer operated, and photocell activated. There are also motion detector/heat

sensor controllers available which will trigger the system to illuminate if an intruder

trips the sensor.

B. When installing a low voltage system, always begin by checking city ordinances regard-

ing electric work. Some municipalities require that all outdoor lighting be installed by a

qualified electrician, regardless of whether or not the system is low voltage. You may be

required to obtain a permit if you do the work yourself.

1. A ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) is a safety device which disconnects an

electrical circuit when it detects moisture or a short. All outdoor lighting systems

should have a GFCI installed.

2. Starting at the power pack, cable is run to each light fixture. Most installers use the

natural curves of the landscape, garden beds or paths for ease of installation. Leave

an extra 1–2 feet of cable at each fixture site to allow for adjustments. Once the fix-

tures are connected and installed, the cable can be trenched, buried under mulch, or

be simply tucked up under foliage.

3. Assemble the fixtures and attach them to the cable. Most low voltage fixtures con-

nect to the cable with a pinching device or a connector. Push the fixture into the

ground where desired, adjusting any lenses or shades to create the desired lighting ef-

fect.

There is good information available in Introduction to Landscaping and in How to Design and Install
Outdoor Lighting. Also many hardware stores and garden centers have brochures available on how-to
installation. Review with students the basic steps to low voltage wiring. The low cost of low voltage lighting
systems makes them an easy project for students to do at their own home or on school property. Have stu-
dents design and implement a lighting scheme for a centrally viewed area of the campus, perhaps near a
playing field, main entrance or courtyard. Have students practice connecting fixtures, connecting wires,
and placing light fixtures for maximum effect.

Review/Summary. Lighting systems can magically transform a dark garden into an invit-

ing living space. Lighting provides safety, security, and beauty to a landscape. It can considerably

expand the use of the outdoors by allowing for safe and enjoyable nighttime use. Studying natural

lighting on plants will help to generate ideas of attractive ways to implement artificial lighting. Up

lighting, down lighting, and safety lighting all play a roll in incorporating an effective lighting plan.
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With the availability of low voltage lighting systems, non-electricians can safely install a lighting

system. The use of a power pack reduces the 120 volt electrical source to a safer 24 volt system.

Low voltage lighting systems require cable, fixtures, and a controller in addition to the power

pack.

Application. Use the student learning objectives to summarize the lesson. Have students

explain the content associated with each objective. Student responses can be used in determining

which objectives need to be reviewed or taught from a different angle. Questions at the end of

each chapter or in the ancillary materials of the recommended texts may, also be useful in the re-

view/summary.

Evaluation. Evaluation should focus on student achievement of the objectives for the les-

son. Various techniques can be used, such as student performance on the application activities. A

sample written test is attached.

Answers to Sample Test:

Part One: Matching

1=b, 2=e, 3=c, 4=a, 5=g, 6=d, 7=f, 8=h

Part Two: Completion

1. Security

2. Photocell

3. GFCI or ground fault circuit interrupter

4. Low voltage, high voltage (any order)

5. 120

Part Three: Short Answer

1. Advantages to low-voltage lighting systems include:

–can be installed by homeowner or landscaper (doesn’t require a certified electri-

cian)

–cable does not need to be buried or run through conduit

–low voltage prevents electrical shocks

–less expensive

–safer

–widely adaptable

2. The three parts of a low voltage system are:

–the power pack

–the electrical cable

–the light fixtures
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Sample Test Name_____________________________________

Test

Lesson C3–7: Incorporating Lights in the Landscape

Part One: Matching

Instructions. Match the term with the correct response. Write the letter of the term by the defini-
tion.

a. accent lighting b. down lighting c. moon lighting

d. mirror lighting e. silhouette lighting f. path lighting

g. shadow lighting h. up lighting

_______ 1. The lighting of an object, area, or surface from above.

_______ 2. When a light is directed at a wall or other plain backdrop in the background to

show off the silhouette of a plant or statue in the foreground.

_______ 3. When dim light fixtures are placed high in mature trees to shine down through the

leaves and branches.

_______ 4. When small lights are used to highlight a particular plant, small garden element, or

work of art.

_______ 5. When a plant is lit to create a distinct pattern of light and shadow on a plain wall

or backdrop behind.

_______ 6. When small but powerful up lights at the base of specimen plants or artwork create

a reflection in a body of dark water nearby.

_______ 7. When paths and steps are illuminated for safe negotiation through the landscape

at night.

_______ 8. When light sources are shone upward to create ambient lighting for paths or land-

scape features.

Part Two: Completion

Instructions. Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.

1. ____________________ lighting is when light is used to protect property from vandalism or

theft.

2. ____________________ is a controller device which automatically turns on at dusk and off

at dawn.
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3. ____________________ is a safety device which disconnects an electrical circuit if moisture

or a short are detected.

4. The two kinds of lighting systems available are_____________ ___________________

and_______________ ______________.

5. While_____________volts are carried in the local power supply, a power pack will reduce

that number to 24 volts.

Part Three: Short Answer

Instructions. Provide information to answer the following questions.

1. What are two of the advantages to using a low voltage lighting system?

a.

b.

2. Name and describe the three basic parts of a low voltage lighting system.

a.

b.

c.
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TM: C3–7A

LIGHTING TECHNIQUES:

DOWN LIGHTING
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Security Lighting

Cross Lighting

Silhouette Lighting

Moonlighting

Area Lighting



TM: C3–7B

LIGHTING TECHNIQUES:

UP LIGHTING
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Accent Lighting

Shadow Lighting

Spotlighting

Mirror Lighting



TM: C3–7C

LIGHTING TECHNIQUES:

SAFETY LIGHTING
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